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Work Study Not Paying What It UsedTo
■ Cuts to the Federal Work Study Grant means less financial aid for student
employees and fewer offers for work study positions for incoming freshmen
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Melanie Cannon is busy at her work-study job at the DiMenna-Nyselius Library.
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

•

Melanie Cannon '12, works at the
Center for Academic Excellence in the
DiMenna-Nyselius Library as an office
assistant. She landed the job through
Fairfield's work-study program, and uses
the money she earns to pay for food and
other school-related expenses. For Cannon and other students part of the work-

study program, a part-time job helped
ease the financial burden of living at
Fairfield University.
"I think work study is a great option
for college students because it is an
on-Gampus job that caters to a college
student's schedule," said Cannon. "There
are great work-study jobs across campus
in a wide variety of departments as well."
But on March 30th, the Financial
Aid Office emailed work-study students

announcing a significant cut in federal
work-study funding for the upcoming
academic year.
The email stated that, "Fairfield
recendy received its estimated 2011 -12
federal work-study allocation and... [it]
has again been decreased."
"I'm mad that they're cutting the
money I need to survive at Fairfield,"
Cannon said. "Since freshman year... it
is the money I use for expenses."
The Economics
According to the U.S. Department
Education, the Federal Work Study (FWS)
program provides funds to students
through part-time employment in order to
help them with the cost of postsecondary
education. The money is awarded in the
form of a grant. Students who accept federal work-study have the option to select a
part-time job from the list of offerings advertised on Fairfield University's website.
In 2008, Fairfield's FWS program
consisted of 513 participating students,
but thanks to a 25% addition to the FWS
funding through the 2009 American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, the program expanded to 640 student employees, according to Erin Chiaro, Director of
WORK STUDY CUTS ~j
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Tuition Increasing, Students Frustrated HL^
BY EVAN MURPHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Over the past several months, the
Fairfield University Budget Committee
has been hard at work developing the
university's budget for the upcoming
school year. Yesterday afternoon, Fairfield University held its annual budget
meeting at the Barone Campus Center
where concerned and curious students
were able to better understand the budgeting process, or so they thought.
University President Father Jeffrey
von Arx and Vice President of Finance
and Treasurer Julie Dolan explained
their strategic plan for budget balancing for the upcoming year. The Budget
Committee, comprised of the university
president, administration, faculty, and
a student body representative assured
students at the meeting that they remain
optimistic with their budget for the
2011-2012 school year.
With a very frustrated student body
in the audience, the question and answer
period was arguably the most interesting
part of the presentation. Students pre
sented concerns with increased
financial obligations for the
students as a means to 'budget
balance!
One of the major issues presented
was Gov. Dan Malloy's proposed cut to
the Connecticut Independent College
Student Grant program, also known as
CICS. The CICS program provides grant
INDEX
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money for college students in Connecticut to attend in-state private schools.
With pressure from the intended
cut, Fairfield has replaced $400,000 of
state financial support with university
funding in the case that the governor
should cut a portion of the program's
funding. They hope to alleviate some of
the financial burden placed on students.
Students were also upset with
the 4 percent tuition, room and board
increase, which would raise tuition to
$52,000 for the upcoming school year.
With the governor's proposed plan looming overhead, students are left wondering how they could possibly pay without
the assistance of grant money.
Freshman Liam Josephson was concerned with one of the minor topics discussed. The university plans to increase
the amount of money charged to register
cars on campus as a means of budget
balancing. "I mean this is one of the less
significant issues they discussed, but I
feel like this is something that students
could control. The fact that, not only am
I not allowed to have a car on campus,
but now I'll have to pay extra in following
years on top of tuition is just ridiculous."
Another widespread issue was the
seeming possibility that there may no
longer be "beach living" for seniors
during their Fairfield career. Josephson
commented, "The PowerPoint showed
that they weren't taking on many more
students then they have in past years, so
what does that mean? They are going to

have to fill those new dorms that no one
wanted and they aren't going to let seniors off until they're filled. It just doesn't
make sense."
Fairfield projected that the incoming freshman class size for the 2011-2012
year would be about 960 students, no
significant size difference from previous years. The university also predicted
that the full time undergraduate amount
would be about 3,269 students, again
no significant size difference from past
years.
More students equal more revenue
for Fairfield, which is exacdy what the
university needs during this time of
economic uncertainty. The more students that remain on campus, the more
revenue Fairfield can put back into its
budget, but this concept does not come
without concerns for administration.
When asked what some of the things
that scared her the most were about this
upcoming year, Vice President of Finance Julie Dolan responded that one of
the most prevalent thoughts that "keeps
her up at night" is the ability of students
and families to afford Fairfield. Although
she was more optimistic than not, she
said this was still one of the things that
she has to worry about the most.
The meeting ended in a somewhat
dispirited fashion. Many of the students
appeared more confused leaving then
they did when they first entered the
meeting.
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Alta Gracia Swooshing in on Nike's Turf
BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

"Is it possible to have a
socially-just clothing company?
Is it plausible to make such an
idealistic assumption in a global
capitalist world?"
Julie Whittaker' 12, the organizer of an event seeking to raise
I awareness about the Nike corporation and its use of sweatshops
around the world, paused in her
speech as she looked at the audience seated in the lower level BCC.
"What we found as an answer
is 'yes'*' sne saidStudents for Social Justice
(S4SJ) held an event on April 11
to promote Alta Gracia, a new
brand from Knights Apparel in
the Dominican Republic where
t-shirts, sweatshirts and hoodies
are produced.
The event was an unusual opportunity for Fairfield University students,
as it was the first occasion where they
were able to use Skype as a means of
publicly communicating with someone from another country.
S4SJ reached out to workers
in Alta Gracia. The connection
was unstable, and audio was hard
to hear, but with the help of Luis
Gonzalez Rios '14, the conversation was sustained.
Gonzalez Rios, a native of Mexico, also helped translate by asking

questions in Spanish and explaining
answers to students in English.
He asked a few workers
from Alta Gracia about the living
conditions in most of Dominican
Republic. They described the
country as small and only able to
offer a few jobs for its residents.
However, the workers said that
at Alta Gracia, they believed they
were treated fairly and were happy
with the wages.
Students learned through
Skype that one of the workers has
5 children, and before her current
job, she worked as an union organizer who had to travel 2 hours and
30 minutes away from home. Now
she is able to work and take care of
her family at the same time.
In the end, the workers encouraged students to continue to
support Alta Gracia and become
more aware of what they buy and
where their money is going.
Earlier this year, the S4SJ club,
with the help of Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs Tim Fitzpatrick
was able to bring products ofAlta
Gracia to the Fairfield bookstore.
"By making a simple choice of
what to wear, you are making a huge difference," Whittaker told the students.
Alta Gracia is based in Villa
Altagracia. Workers receive benefits
in education, food and health, which
helps provide for their families' needs,
according to the brand's website.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Luis Gonzalez Rios '14 translates the Alta Gracia worker conversation for students at a Skype Session.
S4SJ also showed the documentary "Behind the Swoosh:
Sweatshops and Social Justice,"
which highlights the plights of Nike
sweatshop workers and the exploitation that many face in countries
like Indonesia.
In the documentary, the filmmakers and Educating for Justice
directors Leslie Kretzu and Jim
Ready took on the roles as factory
workers to experience the condi-

tions that some people must go
through.
Many times Keady and Kretzu
expressed their astonishment at the
state of the sweatshops. "Something is
wrong here, and we can fix it," Keady
said about the lack of respect for and
treatment of workers. "It's a necessity."
The point of the event was not
to overthrow Nike, S4SJ member
Clare McElaney' 13 said. The club
wanted to highlight the way Alta

Gracia went against corporations
and provided fair labor to all workers, and the members hope that
other companies will follow suit.
Cristinia Richardson '14,
also a S4SJ member said, "I hope
it made more people aware that
by choosing a simple company
that makes [clothing] that can be
worn from time to time can really
change a whole family's life and
even a community's life."

Popular Fairfield Borders
Bookstore Closing
BY KELSEY GUERIN
ASST. VINE EDITOR

Mikaela Tierney/ The Mirror

Borders, located on the strip of stores on Post Road, advertises its closing sale in the town of Fairfield.

"Everything Must Go!"
"If you don't buy it today,
there's a good chance it will be gone
tomorrow!"
"Everything 30% to 50% Off List
Price!"
These neon colored signs and
many others hang from the ceiling
and bookshelves. The cafe seating
has been dismantled and stacked,
and half-stocked shelves are sprinkled
throughout the store. Once an anchor
of the downtown area, the Fairfield
Borders store on the Boston Post Road
will soon be closing its doors forever.
When Borders originally filed
^orbankruptcy on Feb. 16, the
Fairfield chapter was not on the list
of closing stores. Borders then announced in March that the Fairfield
store had been added to this list.
Rich Murphy was one of the
Fairfield Borders employees surprised by this abrupt change. "People might have suspected because
the company was in talks with the
landlords [of the store],and we knew
Borders was adding more stores to
the closing list." said Murphy. "But
still, officially hearing it was a shock"
This shock echoed throughout
the Fairfield community. "I was
extremely surprised because it was always a very busy and successful store,"
said Phoebe Wright, a high school
senior and town resident Wright is a
regular customer at Borders, and she
said she loved shopping there because
of the helpful employees and wellstocked bookshelves.
"Borders was the center of town

in Fairfield," Wright said. "It was a coffee shop, where students could work
or meet up with friends. It offered easy
access to books, movies, magazines
and plays at fair prices. With it closing, people will be out of work, and
the center of town will be drastically
changed."
Town residents are not the only
members of the Fairfield community
who are sad to see the bookstore close.
Fairfield University junior Kimberley
Holiver often went to Borders on the
weekend to finish homework and
spend time off campus.
Upon hearing about the close
of the Fairfield Borders, Holiver said,
"My first reaction was, 'Where am I
going to go to study for finals?!'"
Holiver believes new technology
is largely responsible for the decline
of Borders and bookstores in general.
"People no longer have a need for books
with new technologies and devices such
as the Kindle and iPad, where you can
[buy] ebooks," she said
According to Murphy, the exact
closing date of the Fairfield Borders is
unknown. "It depends on how fast we
sell our stock" he said. "It's not even a
Borders decision anymore."
In the meantime, customers
will have to content themselves with
large discounts on most—if not all-of
the store's merchandise.
"It's sad to see this staple of the
town go, but discounted book prices
are always nice," said Wright.
Still, the store will clearly be
missed. As Wright said, "It sounds
silly, but Borders was not just a chain
in the center of town; it was a meeting place, a gift shop and a library. It
will be very strange without it."
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Manufactured Girlfriends:
The New Cloud Nine

■A new website is offering single males a cyber girlfriend through a fee-based program; she will interact with them on social
media platforms, thus making the men more appealing under the pretense that taken men are more desirable.
BY COURTNEY TODD
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Guys, ever wish you could just have a girlfriend whenever you want? For those times when it feels that all of your
buddies have a girl, but you're all alone? Soon there will be a
solution - kind of.
A mysterious new website called Cloud Girlfriend (CG),
serves the purpose of making it look like you have a girlfriend, but without all of the hassles of having a real relationship with a real woman.
The site has yet to launch, but users would sign up and
pay a fee (yet to be determined) and define their perfect, loving, and very fake girlfriend. The site will then create her to
the user's specifications.
Specific details have not come out yet about exactly
how Cloud Girlfriend will work, but the site urges visitors to
register early. CG will supposedly connect with Facebook so
your new girl can start writing and posting adoring things on
your wall for everyone to see. If you have a Twitter account,
she'll even tweet you.
Since word got out about the website, many questions
have been raised about it People are wondering exactly how
the site will work, how will it bring in revenue, and who is controlling the girlfriends. Not to mention, Cloud Girlfriend will
most likely be deemed a huge violation of Facebook's Terms of
Service because creating fake profiles is strictly not allowed.
Many major details about how the site will actually work
are still up in the air, largely due to the fact that co-founder
David Fuhriman himself doesn't even seem to know, seeing

as he has explained very little about the site so far.
He mentioned that each Cloud Girlfriend would be controlled by a real, living person, not a robot. He also explained
his idea behind the creation of the site, saying he thinks that
it will help guys get actual girlfriends because of the common belief that men become more desirable to women once
they are taken.

Fuhriman also believes the site has therapeutic value
and can fill the psychological needs of users such as intimacy and friendship, while building self-confidence even
though the relationship is completely virtual.
. When asked how the site will make money and the fact

Work Study Cuts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Financial Aid.
The 2009 American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act was a direct
response to the economic crisis;
one of its goals was to increase
federal funding for education by
over $200 billion, according to the
recovery.gov website.
The problem, however, is that
the same level of federal funding
was not continued for the 2010-2011
year "which required Fairfield to
cover the difference, about $285,000,
using institutional financial aid
funding," according to Chiaro.
Changes and Effects
Fairfield's temporary fix the
FWS cuts is to reduce the amount
of aid eligible students can earn.
The email informing students
about the changes states that the
maximum earning range will be
capped between $500 and $900,
almost half of what the award was
in previous years.
"The problem I have is that
not many jobs pay more than eight
dollars an hour, so it is not always
possible to make your full award,"
Cannon said.
"The overall percentage of
students receiving any financial
aid is 73%," said Chiaro. "Approximately 19% of all full time
undergraduate students were paid
via the federal work study program
in the 2010-2011 year."
According to the Fairfield University Federal Work Study Student
Handbook, the standard FWS award
is roughly $1,500. Students are only
allowed to work a maximum of 20
hours per week during a semester
at state minimum wage. The recent
cuts would greatly reduce students'
earning potential and working

hours, which could have a negative
effect on the University departments
that hire students.
Future of the Program
Fairfield University will have
the opportunity to request supplemental work-study funds during
an appeals process that begins
in August 2011, according to the
email.
"We truly value all our work
study students and are trying to make
the best of a difficult situation," said
Chiaro. In the meantime, students
have been encouraged to look for
part-time summer jobs so as to handle
the cost of living. Non work-study jobs
on campus are also advertised on the
Fairfield Eidos website.
"Many people, such as myself,
who rely on the money that they get
from work-study jobs will definitely
feel some sort of financial stress due
to the funding cuts," said Cannonjc) K (

By The Numbers
•73% of students receive some
type of financial aid
•Approx. 19% of full-time
undergrad students were paid
via the FWS program for the
2010-2011 year
• Fairfield received a 25% addition to FWS funding through
the 2009 American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act for the
2009-2010 year
•From 2008-2009, there was
an increase of student employees under FWS from 513
to 640
•FWS earnings will be capped
between $500 and $900 for the
2011-2012 year, as compared
to $1000 to $2500 from previous years.

that it technically does violate Facebook's Terms of Service,
Fuhriman said those were details that he couldn't go into at that
time.
Another obvious kink - what happens when your
friends want to meet her? We all know what would happen;
you would have to explain that she is completely virtual, risk
major embarrassment, and cause all of your friends to think
you're a huge weirdo.
How does Fuhriman expect people to jump on board
with his idea when he doesn't even seem to know for sure
what the main purpose of it will be or how it will all work
out? Is it meant to fake companionship and fill a void or is it
meant to make men seem more desirable? Both?
In time these questions are sure to be answered if and
when the site actually launches and gains more media attention, but for now it seems that we will all be left in suspense,
waiting
^^^^^_^^^^
to
^^^ more
» this
very
take
tion-
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Genie meets computer with this new online program.

Class of 2011 Commencement
Speakers Announced
■ Maryanne Trump Barry, the older sister of Donald Trump, and Fairfield
Alum '82 Brian P. Monahan are the chosen speakers for the class of 2011
BY CHARLOTTE ADINOLFI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fairfield has just announced
that the 61st undergraduate commencement keynote speaker this
May will be federal appeals court
judge of New Jersey, Maryanne
Trump Barry, with Rear Admiral
Brian P. Monahan as the graduate
commencement keynote speaker.
Barry, the U.S. district court
judge, will be presented with an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree
during the university-wide graduation of the class of 2011 on May
22 at 9:30 a.m. Barry wjlLaddress
le 920 expected unjprgraduates.
After graduatinlffrom Mount
Jolyoke College witpa bachelor's
degree, Barry moveji onto pursue
a master's degree at Columbia
University. She then received her
juris doctor degree from Hofstra
University School of Law.
Throughout her career,
Barry has worked both within
the courtroom and with service
projects. She began working as
a staff attorney for the District of
New Jersey in 1974 before moving
to become the highest-ranking
woman prosecutor in a major U.S.
attorney's office. In 1999, Barry
was appointed by President Bill
Clinton to a seat on the United
States Third Circuit Court of Appeals as her second federal judge
appointment.
Barry's service work has
spanned from work with the Saint
Vincent de Paul Society, Sacred

Heart Church in Camden, New
Jersey, the New York Province
Society of Jesus as well as earthquake relief groups in Chile and
Haiti.
Fairfield University graduate
of 1982, Monahan, will address
the expected 320 graduate students at 3 p.m. that afternoon on
Bellarmine Hall lawn.
Monahan will be presented
with an honorary Doctor of Science degree. He will be recognized for his work as the attending
physician for the United States
Congress and United States Supreme Court
After graduating from
Georgetown University School
of Medicine, Monahan served as
a battalion surgeon for the 2nd
Marine Division. Monahan then
worked as the chief of residents
at the National Naval Medical
Center. In 1996, he finished his
training in hematology and medical oncology through the National
Cancer Institute and National
Medical Center. He has continued
work with the National Cancer
Institute as a lead investigator on
clinical trials of novel anti-cancer
drugs leading to innovations in
colon cancer and clinical pharmacology.
"This commencement is an
important ending and an exciting
new beginning," University President Jeffery P. von Arx, S.J. said in
a University press release. "Speaking on behalf of our Board of
Trustees, faculty and staff, I hope

Contributed Photo

Maryanne Trump Barry, federal
court judge of New Jersey.
that your educational experience
at Fairfield has led you to know
yourself better and that you have
developed a passion for lifelong
learning."

Contributed Photo

Rear Admiral Brian P. Monahan,
Fairfield Alum'82.
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Mirror Picks of
the Week!

Campus Crime Beat
Tuesday, April 5th
3:36 p.m.
Public Safety referred a student to Judicial for blaring their
car horn around the BCC traffic circle excessively and for parking in a prohibited area.
6:47 p.m.
A white and slightly rusted bicycle was stolen from the
back porch of a town house in 1 Block.
Wednesday, April 6th
1:01 a.m.
DPS responded to a report in the parking lot behind the Quick Center. The windows of a car were smashed in and a GPS,
iPod, and other items were stolen from
inside.
7:27 a.m.
It was reported that $300 in karate
equipment were stolen from a car in the
Quick Center parking lot. The windows of
the car were smashed in and DPS believes
this incident is related to a similar case
reported hours earlier.
12:24 p.m.
It was reported that a laptop was stolen
from a backpack left in the BCC cafeteria.
12:25 p.m.
An art sculpture was vandalized in the Loyola Hall Art Studio.
Friday, April 8th
1:07 a.m.
Two students were reported to DPS for leaving a cab on
campus without paying. One of the students was identified

based on the cab driver's description and was referred to Judicial after paying restitution.
Saturday, April 9th
12:39 a.m.
A student was identified yelling at a townhouse for no reason. The student was then referred to Judicial.
2:20 a.m.
Individuals in the area of the townhouses accosted a student and stole a few
beer cans and wine. DPS is working with
other area college campus law enforcement offices to identify an assailant.
Sunday, April 10th
3:34 a.m.
Two suspicious males were observed
by DPS entering Campion Hall. Upon
investigation, one fled and the other was
issued a trespass warning.
3:57 a.m.
An argument between two friends in
Regis Hall developed into a physical altercation. One of the involved parties was
referred to Judicial.
Monday, April 10th
9:28 p.m.
Approximately $50.00 were found to be thieved from a
student's Stagbucks Account. The student responsible was
identified and referred to the judicial.

Thursday, April 14:
PIECES-NextTop
Model Fashion Show
in the BCC Lower Level
from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Cartoons, Sexuality, and
Politics in the Dolan
School of Business Dining
Room from 7 to 9 p.m.
Friday, April 15:
StagStock! Sam Adams, Timeflies, Trey
Palms, Collin McLoughlin, doors open at 7 p.m.
Weekly Movie Series
in the Gonzaga Auditorium at 9 p.m.: "The Green
Hornet"
Saturday, April 16
IRHA Spring Weekend!
Jeff LeBlanc concert in
the Gonzaga Auditorium
at 7 p.m.
Glee Club Concert at
the Quick Theatre 7:30 to
10:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 17
Performing for
Change in the Gonzaga
Auditorium 9 to 11 p.m.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairtieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED
EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday
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Laura O'Reilly/The Mirror

Students listen as Dave Nevins '12, performs a contributed written piece in the middle of the Quad as a part of last week's Take Back the Night walk around the Fair field campus.

Lighting Up Darkness To Take Back The Night
BY LAURA O'REILLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a sleepless night, hours of studying
and countless cups of coffee you finally walk
out of the classroom, turn to your friend and
say, "Man, 1 totally raped that test!"
Since when has raping something been
considered good?
According to the National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, one in every four women
will experience domestic violence in her lifetime.
At Fairfield University the numbers for
reported sexual offenses are low. According to
the Jeanne Clery Campus Crime Statistics, one
offense was reported in 2006, one in 2007, two
in 2008, and three in 2009.
With the slow rise in reported sexual
crimes, there has been recent effort on the
Fairfield University campus to raise awareness of violence against women and how
women can defend themselves and prevent
the violence.
Taking Back the Night
For some, the walk from the library to
their dorm after dark is a walk of fear. With every stranger that walks by, the student's pace
quickens. Every shadow makes their heart
beat a little faster, and every sound makes
them jump.
Last Wednesday night, a group of Fairfield
University students walked together to take back
the night, break the silence and shatter the fear
that many experience while walking alone in
the dark. The rain and wind may have blown
out the candles participants carried during the
walk, but it did not diminish the message of the
participants.
The walk began at the BCC Info Desk
then up toward the Levee, by the Walsh Jr.
Athletic Center, then behind the Softball field,
a path popularly known as the "rape trail" and
continued through the Quad until ending in
the McGrath Commons.
Numerous stops were made along the route
where testimonies and reflections were read
aloud, honoring and celebrating survivors of
domestic violence. The testimonies were written
and performed by either members or friends
of Project Peg, a feminist group on campus that
expresses concerns and perspectives of women.
Those in attendance were deeply moved
by the testimonies. As one of the few males
present, Max McVay '14 attended in support of
his friends but ended up being greatly affected
by the first testimony.
"She put all her heart into it" McVay said
"It just seemed like 1 was there reliving the entire
night"
Through participating in the event,
McVay has realized "that I actually have a
voice and 1 can change the world with it, not

only in this matter but in any other matter," he
said.
Emily Molina '14, a member of Project Peg
performed one ofthe testimonies. When asked about
sexual offenses at Fairfield University she said that she
has not witnessed any but has 'heard stories about it
and definitely believes it to be happening."
The walk ended with a discussion in the
McGrath Commons about what students at
Fairfield University can do to raise awareness
about domestic violence and sexual assault.
The discussion centered around the need for
more dialogue concerning these issues and
for students to be more aware of the language
they use everyday, such as using "raped"
when referring to their positive performance
on a test.
"Using strong words like that [rape]...
has that much of an impact on the way people
feel," Molina said. "It is also really important
to know that you don't know everyone's story
unless you actually sit down and talk to the
person."
"The whole point of tonight is to tell that
story," she said, "I can only hope that through
the conversations that happened tonight
words will be spread...maybe not to make a big
movement but to at least make people aware
because we need to take one step at a time."
The walk is still far from over.
Women's Day
Along with the Take Back the Night
event, Project Peg sponsored Women's Day
on Friday, April 8 in the Lower Level BCC.
Special live performances by students occurred throughout the day, and student art
was also on display. Students were invited to
write responses to questions posed on poster
boards scattered throughout the event, in
order to gaugejpeople's opinions about gender
and sexuality issues. A bake sale symbolized
the inequality between the salaries of men and
women. If a man wanted to buy a cupcake it
would cost $1, but only $.77 for women.
Dr. Elizabeth Hohl, the co-director of
the Women Studies program, described the
event as the commemoration of the National
Women's Day on March 8th. The studentdriven event was to celebrate women but also
to question gender image in our world today.
Preventing Attacks
While the Take Back the Night event honored survivors of sexual violence, Fairfield University's Department of Public Safety has offered
a Rape Aggression DefenseTraining program
(Rj\.D.) to prevent these attacks since 2005.
The program consists of a freel6-hour
course that teaches basic self-defense to
women with no prior training. Along with selfdefense techniques, the classes help participants understand the aftermath of reporting

a sexual attack and the options one has in
responding. A simulation of an attack is held
during the last class where the women get to
use the techniques they have practiced during
the sessions to further empower them and to
show what they have learned.
Sergeant Robert Didato, Public Safety
officer and certified RAD instructor, believes
that the program empowers women and gives
them the knowledge to make educated decisions about resistance.
"The number one thing to relay to a survivor is that they are in control of everything that
takes place after an attack" he said.
His message to survivors is that "whatever they decide to do at least reach out to
someone; a counselor, a doctor, a friend, a
family member," Didato said. "No one should
bear something like that alone."
Next fall, Didato will offer a RA.D. program

for men in hope of educating young male students
on how to behave and act more appropriately.
"Men don't realize what they are doing is
wrong" he said.
Making Progress
Take Back the Night, Women's Day, and
the R.A.D. program have raised awareness
on campus of the reality of sexual offenses,
but the fight to end sexual violence is far from
over.
Further discussion and larger attendance in
female and male R.A.D. classes will hopefully reduce the number of sexual offenses on campus
for 2011. Students can be proactive by eliminating its use as a positive slang term and consequently empowering women and men alike to
feel safe as they walk home alone in the dark.

Laura O'Reilly /The Mirror

The performers and supporters of Take Back the Night, in the McGrath Commons.

BEACHFRONT HOUSE
AVAILABLE
701A & 701B Fairfield Beach Road
aka "The Giii*s Dupe" (guys or girls welcomed)

Beachfront Duplex-4 bedrooms per side
2011-2012 School Year
Prime Location with Loads of Parking
Interested? Call 203-254-8419
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Parking's Mystery Man: "Officer 87"
As a police officer you deal
with severe crimes and here there
are some crimes, but not on the
same scale as a police officer
might deal with.
TM: You are mosdy known
for your parking tickets. What
else do you do when you are on
duty?

cious then I'll definitely check it out
TM: Have you ever been
there when public safety towed
a car? And how many cars do
you think are towed in a year?
87: Oh yes, last year they
towed 55 cars! After the cars get
towed, they go to a lot on the
Bridgeport/Fairfield town line.

87:1 assist with traffic details,
organize parking for large meetings/assist with vendors on career
day, and sometimes help other officers on duty when they are busy,

TM: What is the highest
number of tickets you've given
out in a day?

TM: Where do you think
you give out the most tickets?
Where are the ticket hotspots?

87: In one day, I've given out
anywhere from 50 to 75 tickets. And I
don't have a quota, even though a lot
of people think that I do.

87: Canisius and Bannow
definitely. It's convenient for
students going to class there.

TM: Has public safety ever
considered charging higher fees
for full campus parking rights?

TM: Is there any fooling
you, or will you always find the
illegally parked cars?

87: It probably will not
happen because there are so
many cars here and such limited
parking. If you gave everyone
here that privilege it could be a
madhouse with cars everywhere.
Faculty or staff could lose
their spots and it would create
traffic issues. I've heard people
say that the school should build
a garage behind Alumni Hall but
that would probably cost a lot of
money and people would have to
monitor and patrol that garage.
Parking here is not an easy fix.

i

Mirror File Photo

The familiar bright orange parking tickets can be seen tucked underneath windshield wipers on the windshields of illegally parked cars all across campus.
BY MARY KATE MCCORMICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A Fairfield parking ticket
shows the signature of "Officer
87" alongside a photo of the real
Officer C. Ervin, who is wearing a
mask and covering his nameplate
to maintain his mysterious reputation.
The Mirror: You are known
to many students as just "Of-

ficer 87," but what is your real
name?
Officer 87: C. Ervin. I'll leave
it with just the first initial to keep
an air of mystery...
TM: Have you ever worked in
other types of law enforcement?
87: Yes, I used to be a police
officer in Fairfield and I knew a
little bit about the campus before

m

I came here because I worked
basketball games, dances, and
other events.
TM: How do you like this
[job] compared to being a Fairfield police officer?
87: It's very different. As a
police officer I dealt with people of
all ages and backgrounds and here
it is mostly students. It's a very different setting.

87: Oh yeah, I mean the kids
are smarter than I am, but I have
my litde methods and they give
themselves away sometimes too.
TM: Have you ever seen
students put an old ticket on
their window to be sneaky?
87: Oh yeah, all the time! I
know where I've been and if I see an
envelope that looks a little suspi-
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Editor Liz Koubek info@fairfieldmirror.com

Do You Want In On This Cloud?

Investing in
the Future of
Education
Mikaela Tierney |
GabriellaTutino |
Amber Nowak |
Liz Koubek

Thumbs Up
1. Hunger Clean-Up
had 550 volunteers,
which exceeded the
attendance of previous
years.

Editor-in-Chief
Executive Editor
Managing Editor
Opinion Editor

When you choose a private
institution, you know that you 're
going to have to pay a hefty fee for
your education. But with the current
economic crisis, the cost of college tuition is on the rise, making
it increasingly difficult to afford
prestigious universities and colleges
year after year.
While the government is doing
its best to cover all financial issues,
there is still a big gap between
the cost of college and how much
students can actually pay for higher
education.
A recent NY Times article stated
that student loan debt will reach a
trillion dollars this year, which could
leave college graduates paying back
loans until their own children are
enrolling in school and paying their
own loans.
If the government keeps cutting funding, schools like Fairfield
will be forced to further reduce
financial aid awards. Students will
struggle even more not only to pay
their tuition, but also to afford living
expenses and eventually get out of
debt. This is not helped by the recent
Fairfield tuition increase and work
study program grant cuts.
How are we supposed to pay off
these large debts, especially when
they are continually increasing?
Why do budget cuts always
have to start with sacrificing education?
We understand that everyone
has been affected by the need to cut
back in tough economic times, but
education ultimately benefits the
economy in the long run.
To solve the current economic
crisis, the government creates more
job opportunities, so that once
workers earn money they can reinvest it in the economy.
The same solution could apply
to education - by investing more
government funds in education,
students can graduate with more
substantial degrees and obtain
better jobs. With better jobs, they
feed their earrnings back into the
economy, fueling further funding,
and into the society as positively
contributing citizens.
By cutting other areas of the
budget rather than education, the
government could help solve other
problems in the long run. It's time in
invest in the future of the next generation rather than allocate money
to less important costs today.
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and
contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and
submitted byemail at infb@fairfieldminoE
comorBoxAA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate
will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters
and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks, and should
contain correct and factual information
not exceeding 500 words.
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2. Twenty-two consecutive regular season
wins against MAAC opponents for Women's
Lacrosse.

Illustration by Tebben Lopez/The Mirror

3. Brad Paisley's new
single: Old Alabama
featuring Alabama.

Wanttoflndouthow to geta Cloud Girlfriend?SeeArticle on pg 3. Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

Catholic Church Constantly Changing
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Latin version implemented by Pope
John Paul II to 2002. The English
version must be as close to the Latin
version as possible. Because of these
slight translation changes, only small
sections of prayers and responses are
being changed to better adapt; however, these small changes are causing
controversy among many Catholics.
In a recent speech given by Pope
Benedict to the Pontifical Council for
Social Communications, he explains
the "the importance of helping people
to positions of responsibility in the

New changes will be taking place
in the Catholic Church beginning
November 27,2011, the first Sunday of
Advent. Some of the familiar prayers
that will be changed include the
statement, "We believe" to "I believe,"
to the Nicene Creed. The Gloria will
begin "Glory to God to the highest,
and on earth peace to people of good
will," as opposed to "Glory to God to
the highest, and peace to his people
on earth." A familiar statement that
"For Catholics in the pews, the
also will likely change is when the
priest says "The Lord be with you,"
new liturgical translations will
and the people will respond, "And also
work, or not, depending on
with you."
According to the United States
how the changes are
Conference of Catholic Bishops webpresented." -Dr. Nancy Dallavalle
site, "The entire Church to the United
States has been blessed with this opportunity to deepen its understanding
Church to understand, interpret and
of the Sacred Liturgy... to appreciate its speak the 'new language' of the mass
media to their pastoral functions,
meaning and importance to our lives."
interacting with the modem world."
While the United States ConferWhile Benedict is a strong supporter
ence of Catholic Bishops views these
changes as a positive "opportunity"
of the new translations, the new texts
many Catholics disagree with this
often contradict the document Liturgicam Authenticam, which claims to
optimistic view. Dr. Nancy Dallavalle,
be "guiding the translation of the new
Fairfield University's chair of Religious
editio typica of the Roman Missal from
Studies states, "For Catholics to the
Latin into English."
pews, the new liturgical translations
According to this document, the
will work, or not, depending on how
the changes are presented."
:' translation should not omit content,
should be understandable to the
The missal is being translated to
majority, even those without much
order to coincide with the updated

education, use common liturgical
words, remain straightforward and
change as little as possible. If changes
are necessary, they should occur
simultaneously, but "sound almost
exactly like the existing texts."
While it is often said that change
is necessary, the Church is the one
place in the lives of many Catholics
that does not change. Regardless of
location or time of year, the Catholic
Mass is the same to every place in all
languages on any given day. Parishioners are able to follow along with the
actions whether or not they understand the priest's language.
Interestingly, many Catholics
are not informed on these upcoming changes and are going into this
adjustment blind. When November 27
comes around and people begin looking around Church and awkwardly
wondering what to say, or why they
are proclaiming the prayers to this
new fashion, some may feel uncomfortable and choose not to attend
Church.
Unfortunately, not many people
are aware of the upcoming changes. If
these changes begin to be discussed
more openly and people begin preparing for them, the changes during next
Advent may be more welcomed. If
people are not made aware, problems
in the Catholic Church will definitely
arise. Instead of these changes allowing people to feel closer to God, it may
cause a rift in the Church.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLES:
"They were the Beatles ofpunk rock."
-Tom Hearn, Artist of the Walsh Gallery Exhibition, said aboutfamous rock band the Ramones
(see more on pg. 14)

a

The best way to get a girlfriend is to already have one"

■David Fuhriman, co-founder of the web site Cloud Girlfriend, said regarding the idea behind the website.
(see more on pg. 3)

4. Only 13 days of
classes left in the 2011
spring semester.
5. Dori, The Mirror office's fish, is still alive
since his introduction
to the office in January
2011.

Thumbs Down
1. Many English majors
are being closed out of
upper level classes due
to a change in department requirements last
year, creating registration problems for
students.
2.Fairfield is cutting its
work study program
almost by half due to
insufficient outside
funding granted to the
University.
3. NY Times reports
student loans accumulate to over a trillion
dollars in debt. It was
said that current college students will be
paying off their loans
until their own kids go
to college.
4. At the latest budget meeting, Fairfield
decided to raise their
tuition 4%.
5. Hunger Clean-Up
made $4,000, but still
this did not reach fund
raising goal.
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Ozone,
I Hardly
Knew You
BY CHELSEA PABON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the last decade, our environment has experienced more than 50
serious natural disasters that have
left scientists doing overtime in the
labs. Everything from earthquakes,
to floods, to mudslides, to heat
waves have taken our Earth on a
roller-coaster ride. Over the course
of this past season, Earth's ozone
layer experienced a disastrous loss
that might be able to give scientists
clues for what to expect in the coming decades.
The 2001 earthquakes in El
Salvador and India left over 20,000
dead and missing. The Philippines
experienced a 2004 typhoon and a
2006 mudslide. Hurricane Katrina
devastated New Orleans in 2005,
calling for national attention. Two
earthquakes in 2010 shook Haiti
and Chile, springing international
awareness for help, and the more
recent earthquake and tsunami in
Japan left over 18,000 people dead.
Blame it on global warming or just an
ever-changing evolution; our planet
is continuously experiencing a turn
of events.
From the beginning of the
winter to late March, the ozone layer
over the Arctic faced a record loss by
thinning at a devastating 40%. This
dramatic loss is said to be caused
by "harmfuTchemicals and a cold
winter" according to the U.N. weather
agency. Harmful chemicals include
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons, both of which were used largely
in fire retardants, coolants, and a
number of household appliances.
"Atmospheric scientists who are
concerned about global warming,"
says USA Today, " focus on the Arctic
because that is a region where the

effect are expected to be felt first"
Ihe conditions of the Artie tell
scientists a lot about what to expect
for our environment and how it is
functioning under new conditions.
The Montreal Protocol, a 1987
international treaty established to
diminish ozone weakening chemicals, has been aiding the ozone in
its path for reconstruction for the
last 20 years, according to Time
Magazine writer Bryan Walsh. The
treaty was adopted by 196 nations
across the world and mandates
industries to use replacement
chemicals for their products that
are less damaging to the ozone.
"Without the Montreal Protocol, this year's ozone destruction would most likely have been
worse," stated the World Meteorological Organization. "Ihe slow
recovery of the ozone layer is due
to the fact that ozone-depleting
substances stay in the atmosphere
for several decades."
Scientists claim that CFCs take
a long time to fade away. The ones
that are still in our atmosphere will
continue to harm the ozone layer.
What does this mean for mankind?
The ozone layer is responsible
for blocking the Earth from any
harmful radiation. Ihe thinning of
the ozone means an increase in the
amount of ultraviolet (UV) rays the
Earth is exposed to. This increase in
UV ray exposure puts mankind at an
even higher risk for many maladies
such as skin cancer and to our DNA.
The U.N. agency says UV rays
put not only our health at risk but
also our agriculture and animal life.
Ihe agency states that elevated exposure can cause "cataracts and damage to the human immune system.
Some crops and forms of marine life
can alsO.iturfer adverse effects."
Meteorological conditions in
the Arctic vary every year which
means North Pole has not always
be in alarming conditions. "Some
Arctic winters experience almost no
ozone loss," says the agency. However, this year's ozone loss shows
us that we have to remain cautious
and keep our eyes on the Arctic in
the coming years.
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Illustration by Tebben Lopez /The Mirror

Jersey Shore a Black Eye On The USA?
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

You would think that after
three seasons of MTV's Jersey Shore,
America would tire of watching
grown adults act like drunken college
students all in the name of portraying
the culture of "guido." Thanks, cast,
for perpetuating the negative stereotype of Italian-Americans when
half of you aren't even Italian (I'm
looking at you Jenni Farley, Nicole
Pollizzi & Ronnie Magros).
Yet the cast has been signed
up again for round four. And this
time around, the booze-guzzling, cat
fighting, fist-pumping crew is headed
to Italy. Florence to be exact. Is anybody else outraged about this?
I studied abroad in Florence last
semester. It is a beautiful, historical
city and is considered the center of
art and culture in Italy. The Medici
family ruled over Florence, the great
writer Dante was exiled from Florence, Michelangelo's 'David' resides
in La Galleria Accademia in Florence.
Besides the art, the city is known for
its leather and jewelry—the Ponte
Vecchio anyone?
I can understand why MTV
would send Jersey Shore over to Florence. The nightlife is fantastic, and I
hear it's even better in the summer.

Florence has the perfect mix of bars
and nightclubs to suit anybody's
partying style, and with the right
connections (which of course, Jersey
Shore would have) you can be VIP
every night of the week, which is acceptable in Europe.
But here's the problem: just like
Jersey Shore was misrepresenting
Italian-Americans in New Jersey and
Miami, they're going to misrepresent
Americans in Florence, Italy. As if
Americans aren't disliked enough
across the Atlantic, why not send
over a group of obnoxious drunks to
help fuel the fire?
Part of what they say is true: Italians are not big fans of Americans,
especially study abroad students.
Sure, as semi-residents we bring in
extra revenue for the grocery stores,
shops, clubs and travel packages. The
downside to study abroad students is
their rowdiness. the tendency to go a
little crazy because, duh, it's Europe.
But when visiting the country,
you're expected to appreciate its
history and culture, not its alcohol.
For the past three seasons, the cast of
Jersey Shore has just parried, parried,
parried. They fight when drunk,
cause public disturbances when
drunk, get arrested when drunk. If
their behavior doesn't change, i.e not
being sloppy 24/7,1 predict that the

cast is going to have a few run-ins
with the carabinieri (Italian police),
and it won't be pretty.
Florence also operates differently
from, say, Miami or New York. Yes,
there is nightlife, but for the most part
the city shuts down around 10 p.m.
And the Italians like you better
when you put in effort to speak the
national language: Italian. Does anybody from Jersey Shore speak Italian?
The New Jersey accent doesn't count.
It's extremely upsetting to me:
first these fame-grabbpg people
make Italian-America^ look bad,
and now they're goingio make all
Americans look bad. Anybody who is
proud of their heritage and country
should be angry—we don't want
a worse reputation than we have
already. Why leave it in the hands of
the Jersey Shore crew to give a negative lasting impression?
I can see it already. Intoxicated,
all of them will concoct a brilliant I
scheme to climb on or piss on a
thousand-year-old statue or building, whether in Florence or visiting
othja: parts of the country. They'll ruin
it, causing irreparable damage and
have to be immediately deported to
America, never allowed to return to the
boot-shaped country and bring shame
upon our great nation. B

The Do Ate My Email:
The Online College xperience - Does It Pay Off?
BY DANIELLE ANCTIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Remember the good old days of the '90s when
Friday nights were spent not with Jack, Jim, and the
Captain, but with our siblings watching the newest
Disney Channel movie? For instance, "Zenon: Girl
of the 21st Century" (don't pretend you don't know
what I'm talking about) Though we're not living in
^^_-^«_
space, wearing neon spandex
s^^~ "~"^^^v jumpsuits or listening to a
jV^ rockstar

CZZSi

named after a microscopic organism, we're not far off
from the movie's portrayal of 21st century life.
Zenon spent class on the computer with a virtual teacher. A recent
article in the New York Times states
that more schools are beginning to offer,
and even
mandate, online I
classes: school on the
space station, minus the
holographic teacher.
Integrating
modem technology, students
learn how to use online
resources and computer
programs. Online courses
could supplement the
material that students learn
in class. The costs are lower
for the school; as the article
points out, online programs
cost significantly less than
hiring a traditional full-time
teacher. One school in
Memphis spends $164 for

Illustration by Tebben Lopez/The Mirror

each student per online course; we pay more for
one single class session at Fairfield.
But does a lower financial cost that's fiscally
logical outweigh the intangible values of educaion? Countless studies have shown that the poorer
ie poorer the quality education it is
able to offer. Online classes allow schools in these
areas to grant students more learriifif,.opportunities without breaking the budget. I
And as cities and states try to deal with the
current economic issues, more teachers and
educational funding are being cut from the budget
When there aren't funds for teachers, online
courses are a practical option. But this will only
be a temporary fix for the systemic problem that
exists: the quality, or lack thereof, of education in
economically poor areas.
Replacing full-time teachers with online
courses would perpetuate the cycle of poor education in poor areas. Used as a primary education
tool rather than a supplement, they would limit the
quality of education students receive. Studies have
shown the US is already well behind other leading
nations in various disciplines, despite being one
of the wealthiest nations. Online classes do not
provide the highest quality education.
The article focused on secondary schools,
but online course trends extend to universities.
The Jesuit liberal arts education advocates a wellrounded education. For the Fairfield student who

wants to get his or her Core over with at home
during break instead of wasting away a semester
in irrelevant lectures, online courses give students
a basic knowledge of different core subjects and
allow them time to take major classes they want
Fairfield does offer a few online and partiallyonline courses. Yet despite the lower cost for the
University, students taking those courses during
the regular semesters do not receive a tuition cut
Fairfield also integrates some online programming, such as with Blackboard and Math Online.
Reviews of Blackboard are mixed, but from personal experience taking calculus I can say Math Online
is a pain. Maybe it's because of my traditional education, but looking at graphs on the screen while
doing work out on paper was ineffective.
There's also the issue of plagiarism. As
mentioned in the article, online programs make it
very easy for students to cheat Successful learning through online classes would take an honest
student, but the reality is that we live in a dishonest
world.
And if the quality of education argument isn't
enough, who would want to spend nearly a quarter
of $1 million to essentially live at Fairfield for four
years while taking online classes?
Zetus lupetus!

The Vine

The Vine
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Timeflies

)

o to see these
talented artists
perform on Friday
April 15

Collin
McLoughlin

Timeflies
• Rob Resnick, DJ/producei
• Cal, vocalist

Trey Palms

Genre:
• Incorporates elements
of pop, hip-hop, electro,
duostep and rock
• Not denned by genre
limitations

ALHER

Origin
• Tufts University in Boston

TWo Popular Songs
• "Lose My Mind"
• "In Your Eyes"

Genre:
Genre:
• Pop, electro-soul

Origin

• Hip-hop, rap

Origin
• Loyola University of Maryland

• New York

TWo Popular Songs
• "Monster" feat. Sam Adams
• "Can'tYou See"

TWo Popular Songs
• "Ever Since"
• "In Your Eyes" featuring Timeflies
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+ Local: Campus Music
I

BY CRYSTAL RODRIGUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fairfield's new band
signifies the triumph over
fear and a new, exciting
future
The boy appeared from the darkness and shuffled to the center of the stage with the yellow
spotlight beaming down on him.
In the silence of the room, someone
lowered the microphone for him. It squeaked on its way
down to the boy's blushing face.
He looked out into the crowd, blinking from the
bright light and pressing his lips together in a tense line.
He clenched his fists, took a deep breath and began.
"I took a walk around the world to ease my troubled
mind..." Lyrics from the song "Kryptonite" by 3 Doors
Down rang out from the 13-year-old.
Until he froze.
The silence was deafening.
He ran. Straight off the stage, down the stairs, away
from the spot light, away from the music, away from that
feeling.
George Romania '12 swore he would never perform

ing of a lead singer, lead guitarist and drummer was not ing, the lyricist explained, is like "a public journal."
enough.
Songs like their single "Keep Me Honest" are written
While interning at Anton/Bauer, Romania spotted from his memories. "It's like I'm putting a memory into a
Ryan Spicer playing around with a guitar. It turned out that jar...It's my defense mechanism every time someone hurts
Spicer already had more experience in music than many me," he said.
others have in a lifetime.
The band plans to move away from doing covers, and
Spicer, who is also a junior, began playing piano at age develop their own album, which tentatively will be named
agafflrana1 Brreflfflfe'd wMttV-lffirisat; only'to play nlT ~5TBWymbrn and sister played piano, so I followed suit," he "Keep Me Honest."
piano in the secrecy of his room.
said. At 7 years old, he attempted to pick up the guitar but
With a full cast of members and a planned repertoire
Then in his first semester here at Fairfield University, moved on to trumpet at the age of 10. He then learned the of poignantiy honest music, the band changed their name
he bought himself a guitar and stumbled upon what would saxophone and bass guitar and now plays rhythm guitar.
to Forbidden City. The new name marks the rebirth of their
be the beginning of his music career after meeting Chris
As if all of this talent wasn't enough, Spicer had the band, Love said.
Love'12.
Forbidden City plans on
The timid singer and his new
ii
making waves at Fairfield Unifound friend would soon become the
versity. They recentiy perfounders of Forbidden City, Fairfield
formed in the Multicultural TalUniversity's newest pop rock band.
ent Show and are on the look-out
Love had been playing guitar
for other opportunities.
since his sophomore year of high
"We have the potential to
school, and he said that it "quickly
go anywhere; we just need the
turned into an obsession." By his
chance" Espaillat said.
third month playing guitar, he had
■■BH
HHBHHKMH
All the band members agree
moved on from "Ode to Joy" to "Cross
that they have huge potential for
Fire" by Stevie Ray Vaughn.
band experience to top it all off. He toured Massachusetts, success but won't lose sight of their passion for music in
Love's knack for the guitar is due in part to his memo- Connecticut, and New Jersey with a band called Out Pa- favor of fame.
ries of "walking out of [his] bedroom and [his Dad's] whole tient Zero, and he is still a member of a post-hardcore band
"I'm not really concerned with making it big. I'm more
band being in [his] living room," said Love. His father named Decoy.
interested in the [music's] effect on the human being," Eshad been a drummer for 45 years and had been in three
Blue Harvest, as they began to call themselves, was paillat added. "I feel lucky to be alive to experience mubands.
quickly forming into a diverse and talented group.
sic."
Meanwhile, Romania had been playing the piano
The last element that Blue Harvest was missing was
Spicer closed the interview saying, "I don't know at all
since he was in second grade. But now he was going to take "the impetus to start writing," which they found in their what the future is, but I know I can't imagine myself not
center stage once again to become the lead singer of their newest addition, Andoni Flores '11, Spicer said.
making music."
new band.
"Before [Flores], we
"I'm nervous as hell, but I don't show it. I want it so were playing covers and
bad [that] I'm willing to put it aside," Romania said when having fun. We weren't
discussing his past fiasco at 13.
motivated to do more,"
Love and Romania's first attempt to form a band in he explained.
their sophomore year was short-lived. Two members gradFlores was actuuated and one was unmotivated. In junior year, they had to ally an artist before a
find all new members.
musician. His- family's
Love approached freshmen Ricardo Espaillat to play inability to pay for art
for their new band. He gladly accepted. Espaillat can be school led him straight
spotted drumming in red and white candy cane attire as into the world of music.
part of the pep band at the basketball games, but people His father bought him a
can also see him letting loose and rocking out in Fairfield's guitar, piano and drums
own underground band.
set. Music quickly beEspaillat's experience in school bands, such as con- came his newest artistic
cert band and the pep band, make him an asset. Espaillat form of expression.
describes "practicing for hours with the metronome [and]
Along with playgetting really technical."
ing bass guitar for the
"[My] ear was already developed so I could decipher band, Flores also wrote
drum [parts] by listening to it, and if it's complicated, I look their first single and is
Crystal Rodriquez/ Contributed Photos
at sheet music," he said.
continuing to write the
Even with the addition of Espaillat, a band consist- band's music. His writ- The band members of Forbidden City pose in a recent photoshoot to promote their work.

We have the potential to go anywhere;
we just need the chance.'
-Ricardo Espaillat
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+ Satire: Fairfield Looks
Tiesto's Club Life Gets Progressive to Mars for Diversity

+Reviews: food and music

BY

Ebe Rodriguez

STAFF WRITER

After his split from Black
Hole Recordings and
Magik Muzik (two labels that he helped create), Tijs
Verwest, better known as Tiesto,
launches his new Full-Length
Mix Album Series: Tiesto's Club
Life.
Before I go any further,
this is a Mix Album, meaning
that the DJ meshes the tracks
together as if it all were a huge,
one-hour piece. Tiesto throws
in some new material, but is
saving the rest for his next Artist Album. Think of this more as
a showcase of new music from
one of the best Jocks in existence.
With the same name as
his weekly Radio show, Volume
One: Las Vegas is inspired by the

Dutch legend's recent residency
at The Joint at the Hard Rock
Hotel in Sin City, and confirms
Tiesto's new musical orientation.
The man responsible for
both the Magik and In Search
of Sunrise (ISOS) series has
definitely shifted to Progressive House, a sort of middle
ground between his world-famous Trance and Traditional
House. The whole mix echoes
what Tiesto accomplished time
and time again with ISOS, a mix
that starts out chill, and slowly
increases its intensity without
overdoing it.
Highlights include Don't
Ditch, Tiesto's long awaited collaboration with Marcel Woods,
a track which I'm sure many
Jocks will be throwing down on
the dance floor. It is Progressive House at its finest. Thomas
Gold's Remix of Moguai's We
Want Your Soul, which surpasses the original version by
a longshot. Sultan & Ned's Remix of Kaskade's Fire In Your
New Shoes; if you are looking
for a track to play on your way
to wherever the night takes
you, and are looking to set the
mood just right, this is what you
should be playing.

If you still haven't hearing
Zero 76, Tiesto and Hardwell's
potential Track of the Year winner, it is also included. It is the
best track on the entire Mix,
because it is exactly what people love about Tiesto, while at
the same time experimenting
with the new sound he wants
to achieve. A bassline you can
feel and move to, an incredible build up, then a screaming
Synth that is sure to bring any
structure down to its foundations. Brilliant!
Simply put, Club Life: Volume One: Las Vegas is a great
Progressive Mix-Album that
hints at what Tiesto's upcoming
Artist Album will sound like. If
you're looking for a Mix for the
Gym or some Pre-Game tunes,
Tiesto's got you covered. But he
still has a bit more to go if he is
ever going to surpass what he
achieved with the In Search of
Sunrise series.
Ebe Rodriguez is the host of
Nightvision FM, a weekly Mix of
Electronical Dance music. Thursdays at 9pm on WVOF 88.5FM.

BY PAT MCGEE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"n hopes of diversifying Fairfield
. and ridding it of its
reputation as a bastion
of white, upper-class
prepocracy, the administration is looking
to the stars.
Currently, there
is not a single school
on the planet with a
Martian enrolled, but
Fairfield is looking to
change that.
Because of the problem of timely long distance space travel, the current plan projects that Martian enrollment will be at least 1 percent by
2056.
But the millions of miles of space separating our two planets is not
the only obstacle in the way of this bold plan. Very little is known about the
Martians themselves. Language, culture, appearance and whether or not
they actually exist, all pose a problem for these efforts at diversity.
The issue of payment was also a large concern until the administration decided they would consider rare space rocks as an acceptable substitute for human currency. Most devastating of all is the possibility that
Martians are all preppy white kids. However, the administration has high
hopes and has already reserved wall space for their "First University with
a Martian Graduate" plaque.
When asked why they don't simply focus on minority groups already
present on Earth, an anonymous source replied, "Martians won't have the
necessary information for financial aid, so they won't be eligible. We get
rare space minerals and advanced technology, and they get an education,
it's a win-win situation."

I

Disclaimer: This piece is for entertainment purposes only.

ftoht Bite-Terra Bras!fis
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

Tired of the regular restaurants on Post Road?
There is only so much Centro, Fire House Deli
and Chef's Table you can take before it starts to
get boring. Grab a few friends or have an adventure by
yourself and head over to Bridgeport for some delicious,
interesting Brazilian food.
Terra Brasilis is located on 1282 North Avenue
Bridgeport, CT This quaint, buffet style restaurant allows
its customers to walk inside, pick up a fresh plate and
load up on some of the best food Bridgeport has to offer. The menu changes daily, allowing you try a new item
each time you visit.
The cold table generally consists of fresh fruit,
crunchy salad and collard greens. The hot table's items
vary. On Sunday, you might have the choice of Fried
Plantains, Pinto beans with pork meat and beef lasagna
among a few others. Some of Monday's top specials include fried Pollock, chicken lasagna and rice with sausage. Tuesday's menu contains Roasted Pork with Pineapple and Farofa (Yucca Flour with Pineapple.) My top
Wednesday picks would be the pumpkin squash, sauteed Chayote and fried rice cake. Thursday's selection
includes Fried Potatoes, Pasta with shrimp, and Breaded
Fried Chicken. If you're craving some Pollock Stewed
with Red Peppers or Mashed Beans with yucca flour
come Friday. Finally, Saturday's specials are Corn Meal
Soup with pork ribs, and Chicken Fricasse.
It may seem like all the fun stops here, but there is
more! After choosing your side items at the cold and hot
table, you arrive at the next station. Here you can find a
giant rotisserie machine with a friendly server to carve
delectable meats for you.
The meats range from beef sirloin, beef round, beef
brisket, chicken thigh boneless and skinless, chicken
breast wrapped in bacon (my favorite), lamb, chicken
sausage and pork sausage.
"Everytime I go to this restaurant, I always choose
the chicken wrapped in bacon as my main dish. The way
the flavors work together creates an amazing sensation

in my mouth," said Michael Ballesty '12.
After customers are finished picking out their
food, they are directed to a table where they place
their plates on a scale. You have a choice of any
canned drink to go along with your meal. After receiving the price for your meal it's time to pick a
table, sit down, and enjoy.
"The best part of this restaurant, besides the
sick food, is how you don't have to deal with waiters
or waitresses" said Tom Ruzykcy '12. "You simply
pick your food manually, put it on the scale, and
then get the luxury of sitting down at whatever table
you choose and chowing down."
If you choose to leave after that last scrumptious morsel of Pollock then you are making an astronomical mistake. It should be illegal for people
not to try the desserts here. When my friends and I
went, we split a piece of Bolo De Abacaxi and Bolo
Prestigio.
The Bolo de Abacaxi was one of the best cakes
I've ever had. It tasted like a combination of \g
marshmallow, coconut shavings and thick
caramel mixed with white cake. The Bolo
Prestigio was also delicious. The savory
chocolate cake mixed with coconut and
sprinkled coating delivers all the right
tastes.
After you've tried at least one dessert, it's finally time to say goodbye, but
not until you are ready to. On the way out,
make sure you purchase a Brigadeiro that
includes small (semi) bite-sized balls of either chocolate or coconut covered in either
sprinkles or coconut shavings. Both flavors
melt in your mouth.
So hop on 1-95 and go to Terra Brasilis. If you aren't in the mood to sit down,
you can always order take-out as well.
Make sure to check on their online website
weekly for their different plates at www.ter- Top: Rotisserie Station; Bottom: Salad, Chicken wrapped in bacon,
rabrasilisrestaurant.com.
white rice, fried Pollock, and beef
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+ Local: Campus Life

Don't Worry, Be Happy
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

It may have been a gloomy, rainy night
in Fairfield on Tuesday, April 12, but
the sun was definitely shining with optimism in the lower level BCC thanks
to guest speaker John Jacobs. John Jacobs
and his brother Bert are the co-founders
of the company Life Is Good. Both Julio
Gomez '12 and Sara Robicheau '13, members of FUSA's Programing Board, believe
in Jacobs's mission of optimism and hoped
his speech could influence all the students
at Fairfield to "enjoy all that life has to offer."
It all began back in 1989, when the brothers designed their first t-shirt. John and Bert
did everything together: they lived together,
shared a van, and most importantly spread
their message of optimism through street
fairs and college dormitories.
It wasn't until 1994 that their first major
sale took place at a street fair in Cambridge,
Mass. They printed 48 t-shirts with the simple image of a smiley face named Jake and
the quote "Life Is Good" under it. Jacobs explained that the brothers had no idea how
popular their products would become. They
still went out there with a smile and positive attitude, though. "The shirt sold to every
type of person," said Jacobs. Their creations
brought all different people together, exactly
what they hoped would happen.
Jacobs explained that there were three
ingredients to their endeavor: simplicity, humility, and a sense of humor, qualities
embodied by the brothers themselves. The

brothers are trying to push the central message "not to wait for tomorrow to be happy,
but to be happy today" through their merchandise.
When discussing the inspirational image of Jake, Jacobs explained that the power
is in the cartoon's disposition. One image
displays Jake playing a guitar without strings,
which symbolizes how "the music is not in
the guitar," a favorite quote of the Life Is Good
company.
John Jacobs's main asset was drawing,
but as the demand for the products grew,
Jacobs knew he had to expand his team. He
said, "You can't do everything yourself." The
Jacobs' upstairs neighbor then helped them
handle the business aspect of the new company.
People around the world have been
emotionally touched by the Jacobs' message, but Christine Beggan '12 was one
student sitting in the audience who had a
particular reason to smile. Jacobs shared an
inspiring story revolving around Christine's
sister, Lindsey. Lindsey was a bone cancer
patient given six months to live by doctors.
Jacobs kept seeing this young girl in the
press wearing Life Is Good hats and shirts,
and so he shipped the young girl every style
that they produced.
Eventually the brothers received a call
from Lindsey's mother. They were bracing
themselves for bad news, but the mother
instead thanked them. She told them that
Lindsey had beat cancer and would love
to meet the brothers. Lindsey is one of the
many people who were able to stay positive
in times of distress with the help of the Life

Is Good organization.
"John's message of optimism is
very inspiring, and
it's great to know
that there is a company out there that
hasn't forgotten
Tom McKiver/
Mirror
about the people,"
said Christine Beg- Students listening to John Jacobs in the lower level BCC.
gan. "They really do care about others, and I
For more information about Life Is
think that is part of the reason the brand has Good, visit their website at http://www.
been so successful."
lifeisgood.com.

Location! Location! Location!

3 Bedroom Furnished
Beach House For Rent
2011-2012 School Year
Great House with Fantastic Parking
703 Fairfield Beach Road
Interested? Call 203-254-8419

lOHIfOi

$8.99 WORKS
WASH
(Save $7)
When you show Fairfield University ID
Complete a class in three weeks,
then do it again!

7 Get It All

3 Be Cool

Take six-week classes and intern or work
this summer, too!

San Francisco is cooler than most of the
country, and the weather is not as hot either

6 A Summer in SF

2 Experience Culture

Take 12-week classes {and lose your heart
in San Francisco)

Walking distance to world class concerts,
festivals, museums, and food

5 Get Ahead

1 Be Known

Make time to study abroad or allow more
options in your senior year

Take classes with professors who know
your name and care about your learning

4 Catch Up

www.summeratUSF.org
''ducating Minds and Hearts to Change the World

Wired Wash & Wax
484 Tunxis Hill Road
Fairfield, CT 06825
203-333-9566
www.Wired-Wash-Wax.com
M9<>H,:mf)
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+ Local: art

Punk Rock Photography Hangs First in Walsh Gallery
BY ANNIE ROONEY

be good."
Hearn anticipated a thin turnout to the Ramones
show because no one was familiar with punk rock at the
time. College campuses were sporting students with mustaches and jamming to rock and roll playlists. But Hearn
went to the show to capture the scene in the eye of the beholder. He left with what is now part of a collection called

From there Hearn immersed himself in the moveSTAFF WRITER
ment, right alongside his friends of Punk magazine, and
together captured the culture and energy of the punk
TomHearn is excited to set up his "90 or 92" piece
rock regime. Hearn photographed without a flash at the
collection of photos from the punk rock scene he
majority of the shows, developing lowly lit pictures of
took from 1976-1979 (there were two different
the on-stage musicians. Playing off the natural lighting
counts when the pieces were counted). After sitting for
of the show and slowing the shutter speed on his camera
years in his basement, the brown
enabled Hearn to accurately docupaper covered frames now line
ment the aura of each experience.
the perimeter of the bare Walsh
It took time for the punk rock
Gallery. Smiling, Hearn moves
genre and Ramones popularity to
around with direction, picking up
surface. Now, 35 years later, the
and placing each photo in its aprusty and cutting edge musical
propriately grouped section.
scene is cherished on the radio and
It's the first time this colin modern musical critiques as if it
lection "The Flowering of Punk
was always trending. Questionably
Rock" will be hung and Hearn
deemed "low brow culture," Hearn
doesn't expect any publicity past
said the masses would have been
the Quick Center showing. He
surprised to see a punk rock exhialso isn't sure where the exhibibition displayed in an art gallery.
tion's name came from; his friend
Nonetheless, Hearn spent 6 months
Allen Bisport named it.
scanning his negatives, touching up
Hearn is a Cheshire, Conn,
the prints in Photoshop and framnative and has been involved with
ing the 90-92 pieces.
photography since his assistant
"My brain is in 1977," he said.
position to a photographer, a job
He's happy to be here and
he picked up after high school.
happy to help Fairfield in its goal of
His photographer superior
stimulating the arts and minds of its
shared his splendorous bookshelf
campus community.
that Hearn took to, educating
"The Flowering of Punk Rock
himself on the artistic discipline.
Photographs by Tom Hearn," will
host its opening reception on ThursHe also studied the composition
of the work from different Life
day April 14 from 5:30-7:30 p.m.
magazine photographers and his
in the Walsh Gallery. On Saturday
favorite, Henri Cartier-Bresson.
Photo of the Ramones in the Walsh Gallery exhibition among others from the band's first performances April 16 a special event "Punk Out His involvement in the punk
Loud," will take place in the same
gallery with a guest appearance from legendary Ramones
rock scene came in 1976 after his good friend and Punk "The Flowering of Punk Rock."
magazine founder Legs McNeil came home from a Ra"I saw them and it changed my whole perception and enthusiasts and authors of "Please Kill Me: The Uncenmones show in London, exclaiming the band was the new paradigm of rock and roll," he said. It was an underground sored Oral History of Punk," Legs McNeil and Gillian McBeatles. Hearn, with reason, doubted his eccentric high scene at the time in Connecticut but Hearn now agrees Cain.There will also be music by Billy Hough.
school pal's debatable claim but agreed to attend the Ra- with his friend McNeil—the Ramones influenced Rock
mones' New Haven show because he "thought it would and Roll. "They were the Beaties of Punk Rock," he said.

Sound of Spain: Sweet, Sexy, Soothing
BY AMBER NOWAK
MANAGING EDITOR

With earbuds in our
ears and IPods almost surgically attached to our palms, we have
grown accustomed to hearing
music when walking to class,
taking the train, shopping, driving, eating, showering, studying
and watching TV.
In the days of shower radios
and Pandora, music has become
pleasant background noise to
make mundane routines slightly more bearable. Rarely do we
appreciate the opportunity to
experience music as a means in
itself.
A concert by the Guitar Orchestra of Barcelona, which was
performed at the Quick Center
last Friday night at 8 p.m., allowed for such an opportunity.
Two hours with nothing
more to focus your attention on
than the sound of Spanish guitar and the 25 animated players
who produced it, may seem like
a dull time.
On the contrary, the immediate effect is a wave of refreshing tranquility oi mind. After
the second song, r.h? audience
is swept into a tr&fit'e, overcome
by the sounds an.' the visions
the guitars arotisp i the imagination.
While midway through the

performance a couple of flamenco dancers were incorporated, their basic movements,
which relied heavily on technical poses and gestures, in addition to the quality of dancing,
indicated that the dancing was
not intended to be the highlight
of the performance.
The music was definitely
the focal point of the evening as
the dancers themselves acted as
instruments, adding the beat of
their stomping feet, their clap-

ping hands, and clicking castanets to the whole musical presentation.
Passionate and charismatic,
Director of the Orchestra Sergi
Vincente led the performance
and set the mood for a playful
and spontaneous atmosphere.
Vincente is a teacher at
the Conservatorio Superior de
Musica del Liceo in Barcelona
and has been directing the Guitar Orchestra of Barcelona since
1989. He and his performers

produced a balanced mix of Baroque and contemporary pieces
all influenced by their native
Spanish origins.
The performance collected a full crowd and was
an overall success. If anything, this event put into perspective how moving, great
music delivered live by truly
talented musicians can be,
even after being bombarded
by Katy Perry all day.

Contributed Photo

The many guitarists whose musical participation in The Guitar Orchestra of Barcelona was featured at the Quick Center last Friday night.
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Dead Man's Cell Phone" is Calling You
All Week Long
BY ANNIE ROONEY
STAFF WRITER

Imagine this: You're sitting in a cafe minding your own
business when the cell phone of a stranger a few feet
away from you begins ringing. At first, you make no notice of it, but when the stranger continues to fail to answer
his phone, you wonder what is going on. You walk over to
the stranger, unsure of what is wrong with him, but then increasingly becoming more and more agitated by the endless
ringing. You are left feeling as though you must do something.
Would you answer a complete stranger's cell phone?
Yesterday began the fourth and final major production
of Theatre Fairfield's 2010-2011 season, "Dead Man's Cell
Phone," a dark comedy by award-winning playwright Sarah
Ruhl, which will be running April 12-15 at 8 p.m. and April
16-17 at 2 p.m. in the PepsiCo Theatre.
"Dead Man's Cell Phone" follows the story of Jean,
played by Casey Grambo '12, who finds herself in the abovementioned scenario and ultimately decides in favor of answering the complete stranger's cell phone.
When she realizes that the stranger is dead, she becomes entangled into his life and his relationships—as well
as into a web of secrets and lies—all because of her attachment to his cell phone, which inevitably leaves her at the
mercy of the dead man's complicated life.
"Dead Man's Cell Phone" investigates the nature of the
technologically advanced world we live, which has the capacity to both connect as well as detach people from one
another.
Jean negotiates this paradox in the following words at
the end of Act One: "You know what's funny? I never had a
cell phone. I didn't wantto always be there... But it's like—
when everyone has their cell phone on, no one is there. It's
like we're all disappearing the more we're there."
Director Jeffrey Allen further described the play and

specifically the character of Jean. '"Dead Man's Cell Phone' get the opportunity to collaborate with director Jeffrey Alis a love story for disconnected people living in a discon- len, set designer Shelley Barish, and costume designer Julie
nected age," he said. "We have a character who doesn't own Leavitt.
a cell phone and gets wrapped up into this technologically
Tickets are $5 for students, $6 for faculty and seadvanced world, but ultimately chooses to live a more au- niors, and $12 for general admission. For more inforthentic life that is connected to reality and to other human mation on Theatre Fairfield or their 2010-2011 season,
beings."
visit http://www.fairfield.edu/cas/th_theatjfld.html.
Cast and crew members have been enduring a rigorous
rehearsal process that started
mid-February, rehearsing for
over 15 hours each week. In
addition to Grambo, the cast
includes Michelle Maffeo '11,
Nick Phillips '11, Amanda
Xeller '11, Victoria Clougher
'12, Nancy Laskowski '12, Michael Maio '13, Douglas Daniels '14, Kaitlin Hoffman '14,
and Grace Janiszewski '14.
• "Being an actor in 'Dead
Man's Cell Phone' has given
me the opportunity to be
someone else and apply my
personal experiences to what
I am doing on stage," said
Maio., "This has been a challenge, but having the freedom
and capability to create a
character is what I love about
acting."
The production team is
almost entirely student run,
including lighting designer
Bradley Fay '12, stage manager Alexandra Burke '11, and
Contributed Photo
assistant stage manager Jarrod DePrado '12, and students A scene from "Dead Man's Cell Phone', being performed at the PepsiCo Theatre.
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Morgan Stanley Smith lamey
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On the Point and Lund Court
The beach is Right There
Newly Renovated
TWasher-Dryeis
Hardwood Floors
Furnished

Castle Soft*are, LLC
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"Backpack to Briefcase"for Seniors Thursday, April 14
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Keley Center Presentation Rm
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Networking event far seniors lift alumni

Three-Bedroom Houses Available.
Water Views.
Prices Now Reduced!!!
Call Bnan 203-521-8611
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Questions???
Career Planning Center Drop - h Hours
Every Friday

i
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Visit us on Facebook - Fairfield University Career Planning Center
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Keley Center, CPC
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His iPhone / Her BlackBerry
The Art of Textina Conversations
Joe McConville
Hello fellow Stags, my name is Joe
McConville and I am the voice of iPhone
guy for the next year. For the large majority of you who don't know me, I'll give
you a short summary of who I am. I am a
freshman business major living in Regis
Hall from the southern part of Massachusetts, pretty much in Rhode Island. I love
the double quarter pounder from the Stag
and live my life by the 15 flavors of Vitamin
Water.
There is one object that never leaves
the side of almost 95 percent of every young
adult under the age of 25. While those numbers were completely taken off the top of my
head, the object is no doubt in your pocket,
purse, backpack, or anywhere within three
feet of your person. If you have not figured
it out by now, the object in question is your
cellphone. To some it may be a ball-andchain, but others cling to it like a lost soul
trapped on a life-raft on a stormy sea. Take
those metaphors to the bank.
I'd actually be afraid if my phone
started to talk to me. Barring the fact that
an inanimate object addressed me, I'd be
scared of what it would think. First off,
my phone would probably check me into
anger management because I love using
caps-lock. NOTHING LIKE TYPING IN ALL
CAPS TO GET YOUR POINT ACROSS NO
MATTER WHAT YOU'RE SAYING. PANCAKESimE BETTER THAN" WAFFLES.
Look at that - tactical use of caps-lock
right there. It'd also say to get my life in order. My phone would then move on to tell

Maria Mazzaro
me that I need to get organized. My phone
is a shmorgishborg (Yes, that is a word.
Urban Dictionary said so.) of apps that are
scattered everywhere with no regard to
anything. My phone would probably judge
me. A lot. I'm just a guy trying to have a
good time.
Blackberry girl came up with the idea
for this topic when she started quizzing me
on my texting habits, which, by the way,
tend to be like those of a 15-year-old high
school girl. I explained to her in an educated manner that girls and guys use their
phones for completely different purposes.
In my research, I have noticed that
girls tend to use their phones as portable
instant-messaging machines. Guys, on
the other hand, seem to use them to get
across quick bits of information like, "Hey
man, study-sesh at 7?" The one exception
is when the two are texting one another.
Suddenly, the classic college bro is dropping smiley faces like it's his job.
Fact: girls love smiley faces. Fact:
if any guy ever sends me a smiley face I
will attack him verbally. I can't stand the
people who talk in what some refer to as
"IM-Speak." This is completely useless
and actually takes more time to figure out
what is trying to be said. LOLIMAG1N3 IF
IWR0T3 LIKE TH15.1 actually lose brain
cells trying to decipher a text. Since when
does "omw" mean "on my way"? I guess I
should end this rant before I start ROFL'ing
all over the place, Gtg ttyl!
Sent from my iPhone

Okay Stags, it's important to start off this
column with the truth, and Mr. iPhone over
there only dished the half of it.
Yes, I may have been complaining about
how technology is the downfall of relationships (my life in particular) while we were
trying to narrow down topics for this week,
but he was the one to turn my old-fashioned
life into a column topic. Moral of the story:
don't listen to everything he tells you. He
lies. I'm the perfect, witty, talented, intelligent, and oh-so-modest writer whom you
can trust.
So, hello from your new Blackberry
girl! My name is Maria Mazzaro and I'm •
from New York City, Staten Island specifically. (Yes, it is really an island. Yes, there
are bridges; it's not like an episode of Lost or
anything.) I love long walks on the beach,
old movies with-sappy lines that guys don't
say anymore, and my cell phone.
I wouldn't say I'm addicted or anything
like those girls you pass on the street who
are screaming, "I was like, 'whatever!' And
she was like, 'whatever!' And then we were
like, 'whatever!'" or the guys that almost lose
limbs because they're too busy texting to
pick up their heads and read the signs that
say CAUTION: OPEN MANHOLE, but one
thing I'm guilty of: I most definitely utilize
the smiley faces.
I can admit that I am slightly dependent on Verizon and I'm sure many of you
can admit the. same. And really, who can
blame us? Our phones are our calendars,
stopwatches, alarm clocks, planners, MP3
players, computers, and cameras. And they

also serve as communication devices. So the
next time Gramps yells over the buzz of his
hearing aid, "In my day, we didn't have those
dangnabit cellulars!" be sure to tell him that
he's right, but in his day they were living
very unorganized, very unconnected, very
meaningless lives.
Which brings me to the topic of texting
"conversations. In this impersonal bubble,
there is a fine line between what can and
cannot be said via texts. Trust me, I'm down
for "Yo, stairz of Barone @ 7 bruh?" but what
about, "Hey, what's up?"
Do you know the can of worms you just
opened up with that question? Are you expecting the generic, "Nuffin much, hbu?" Do you
want to hear about the weather? How many
frappaccinos I just consumed in two hours?
The inner workings of my female mind?
What is more, why is it that when I the
respond to your text, you don't answer me?
I guess that minute between our messages
was too much for you to wait? And please
don't use the excuse that you didn't hear
your phone ring; nobody has taken their
phone off vibrate since the hit ring tone was
the latest Jonas Brothers single.
I could now divulge into the social faux
pas that is asking someone out via text, but
that's probably how iPhone does all his socializing. Poor guy, maybe by the end of this
column I can teach him how to stray out of
Apple and into the real world.
TTFN!
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blackberry
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STAG PRIDE PHOTO HUNT
CAN YOU SPOT THE FIVE DIFFERENCES IN THE
PHOTO ON THE RIGHT?

Study Abroad
Experiencing Cultures. Inspiring Lives.
Religion and Art
Florence, Italy

An Irish Experience
Galway, Ireland

Intermediate Spanish I & II
Managua, Nicaragua

An in-depth study of religion and the
art it inspired in Florence during
the Italian Renaissance.

An on-site experience of Irelamd and its
culture through an introduction to Irish
writers and literature.

Intensive Spanish language program
complemented with cultural excursions
and host-family living arrangement.

May 25-June 5,2011

May 20 - June 4,2011

June 12-July 9,2011

Summer 2011 in Florence
Option I: May 15-June 4
Option II: June 5-June 25
Option III: May 14 - June 25
Option IV: June 25 - July 16
Option V: July 16 - August 6
OptionVI: June2-July2
Summer 2011 in Syracuse. Sicily
Session I: May 19 - June 24
Session II: June 24 - July 30
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fairfield.edu/abroad if
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//THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- Baseball vs. Yale 3:30 p.m.
Thursday- Softball at Sacred Heart 3:30 p.m.
Friday - Baseball vs. Central Connecticut 3 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse at Manhattan 7 p.m.
Saturday - Men's Lacrosse vs. Hofstra 1p.m.
Softball vs. Canisius 1 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Sunday - Men's Tennis vs. Siena 11 a.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Siena 11 a.m.
Monday - Men's Golf at Mount St. Mary's Invitational,
Allentown, PA
Tuesday - Baseball at UCONN 3 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse - On April 12th, the Stags
snuck by the University of Hartford, winning 10-9 on the last-second heroics of John
Snellman. Snellman scored his second goal
of the contest with exactly one second left in
regulation, improving the Stags to 6-5 on the
season.
Softball - On April 10th, junior Emily Orr
threw a five inning no-hitter as the Stags
defeated Hartforcr8-0 in the second game of
their double header. The win extended the
red-hot Stags winning streak to seven games.
Freshman Rae Ball launched her thircflongball of the season in the fourth inning.

BY THE NUMBERS

Men's Tennis - On April 10th, the Stags
picked up a critical 4-3 win over Boston university. The Stags swept the Terriers in the
doubles circuit, and freshman Reece Breault
picked up a decisive victory at fourth singles
in three sets, 4-6, 6-2, 6-2.

22
Consecutive
MAAC regular
season wins for
the women's
lacrosse team.

Women's Tennis - April 11th, the Stags
extended their winning streak to four games
as they overwhelmed conference foe Rider,
7-0. Fairfield improved to a perfect 5-0 in
MAAC play.

"We are very, very close. We don't need
drastic changes right now, we just got to
continue what we're doing and try to improve."

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com

- said Men's Lacrosse head coach Andrew Copelan
after a 7-6 overtime loss to Loyola last Saturday

L SPORTS3x

Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise
and Jack Meagher.

Last time doing the 3X5,
most memorable
moment from the year?

Biggest regret?

i saw Jack m
plain view at our Naut
last week That was cool.

prosecuting the Stag
who pooped in our
stairway to the fullest
extent of the law.

Fairfield Mirror! Right?
Ok.

Agreeing to participate in
a sports column when I
have litde knowledge on
the subject of sports.

Analyzing humor is like
dissecting a frog. Few
people are interested
and the frog dies of it.

Which of you three
came up with the
funniest answers?
Be honest.

MMMMgnm

Not wearing a Basketball
jersey in my picture.

The amount of strike- Consecutive MAAC
outs pitcher Scott
wins recorded by
the
women's tennis
Gussaroff recorded in a
team
to start the
12-1 victory over
2011
season.
Niagara Sunday, a
career high.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

New Sports Blog

Because they like to
talk... Sports.

10

Yours truly.

Most important thing to
get done before
graduation day?

Any last requests for the
new guys taking over?

1 want to ride a Clydesdale
horse on Fairfield beach.

Stay far from timid, o
make moves when yoi
heart's in it, and
live the phrase "sky's
limit"

Definitely not find
employment... I'd
like to make a large
Slip n' Slide down
the library hill.

Live, Laugh, Love.
-That poster in every
girl's house/room.

mmmmmmmm

Slip n' Slide is a fantastic
idea, but what about kiss
ing a girl... on the lips?

Don't pay for Bollywood
Hits if you are a
Cablevision subscriber
next fall.
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Baseball Back on Track with Niagara Sweep
victory.
Senior Chris Horning hit a pair
of RBI doubles, and Tucker Nathans,
Ryan Furbeck, and Larry Cornelia
each had an RBI apiece.
. After giving up a leadoff double
to begin the game, Warwick then
setded down and got to work, retiring
the next 11 batters he faced, and not
giving up a hit until the sixth inning.
He got into some trouble in the
seventh, and after loading the bases
with a walk, Mark Bordonaro relieved
Warwick after 113 pitches.
Bordonaro gave up a two-run
single before getting out of the inning, and completing the 21/3 inning
save, his second of the season.
In the nightcap, the Stags used
their offense and took advantage of
Niagara's mistakes to get the victory.
Niagara scored two in the top of
the first, but Fairfield answered with
four runs of their own in the bottom
half of the inning.
After an Anthony Hajjar RBI
single and a bases loaded balk which
allowed Mark Skrapits to score, Ryan
Plourde hit a two-run double to left
Sports Information Department Photo center to put the Stags ahead 4-2.
Niagara tied the score in the third,
Tucker Nathans was key in last weekend's Men's Baseball sweep vs. Niagabut Fairfield came up with four in the
ra. His performance earned him the MA AC Player of the Week honor.
bottom of the fourth, thanks in part to
two errors by the Purple Eagles' defense.
year, and their first since 2009, when the
BY THOMAS SHEA
Skrapits and Devito each had an RBI
Stags took three from Siena College.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
in the inning, while Nathans and Tyler
In the first game of a double header
Wosleger scored on errors to put the Stags
Freshman Ryan Plourde had four RBIs over on Saturday, junior pitcher Scott Warwick
up 8-4.
struck out 10 and walked only three in 6
the weekend, leading the Stags to their
Niagara took the lead in the sixth,
first three game sweep of an opponent this 2/3 innings, as the Stags rolled to a 6-2

THE BRYANT
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in
their chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni
community that includes industry leaders across the country and around the world.
THE BRYANT

MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

Full-time, day program for all majors
• No professional experience necessary
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive
job market
• Gain hands-on experience with the
Business Practicum
MBA Two-YEAR PROGRAM
Part-time, evening program for professionals from
any field
—

THE BRYANT

• Develop high-level business skills for
long-term career success
• Enter and progress through the program
with a supportive team
• Build your network while enhancing
your resume

THE BRYANT MASTER OF PROFESIKJNAL
ACCOUNTANCY (MPAc)
Full-time, day program for accounting majors
• Meets the i5o4jsur requirementTor
CPA licensure
• Complete in Sumrner/Fall,
Summer/Summer, Fall/Spring, or
Spring/Summer
• More than 40 top global, national and
regional accounting firms recruit at Bryant
THE BRYANT MASTER OF SCIENCE IN

(MST)
Part-time, evening program for tax professionals
• Build an expertise in all areas of taxation
• Network with tax executives and industry
professionals

TAXATION

• Flexible scheduling options

LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT BRYANT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL HAS TO OFFER

www.bryant.edu/gradschool

Bryant
UNIVERSITY

•

401-232-6230

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu
(401) 232-6239
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powered by a three-run triple by rightfielder Adam Wagner, who would later
score the tying run. A sacrifice fly by Brian
Deering put the Purple Eagles up 9-8.
The Stags would take the lead for good
in the bottom of the seventh. A throwing
error and a hit by pitch put two runners on
for the Stags. Cornelia then hit a pop fly in
the infield with two outs, seemingly ending
the inning.
Yet the Purple Eagles committed their
fifth error of the game, and the ball fell to
the ground, allowing the runners to score
the tying and eventual winning runs.
Sunday's game proved to be the least
heart-wrenching of the series, as the Stags
cruised to a 12-1 win. Scott Gussaroff
pitched seven innings, giving up six hits
and striking out 10, while only walking
one. Plourde went 4-4 and added two
more RBIs on Sunday, in addition to a
run-saving catch over his shoulder in right
field.
Tucker Nathans, last week's MAAC
player of the week, had two hits and scored
two runs while driving in one.
Senior Carmine DeVito had what appeared to be a grand slam in the bottom
of the seventh, but was called out when he
passed Nick Piccarillo on the base path. All
three runs were allowed to score however,
and the Stags pushed across five that inning to go ahead 11 -1.
The Stags have won four games in a
row for the first time this season.
They host Yale on Wednesday at
Alumni Diamond at 3:30 p.m., before taking on Central Connecticut State on April
15-16.

NOW OPEN IN FAIRFIELD
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FREE Tan

9 Unlimited Tanning for 31 days
Professional Teeth Whitening
UV-Free Mystic Spray Tan
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Grazmere Plaza
173 Post Rd
iFairfield, CT 06824
203-292-8279
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Online only coverage.
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Senior Day Provides a Record to Remember
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Mirror File Photo
Head Coach Mike Waldvogel guides his team as they finish their season.

Womens Lacrosse Remaining Schedule:
4/15: @ Manhattan
4/21:@Iona
4/29-5/1: MAAC Championship Semifinal
5/1: MAAC Championship Final

They have accomplished
something that no senior class in
the MAAC has ever done before.
The Fairfield University Women's Lacrosse team tied program
and conference records after beating Canisius by a score of 12-8 this
past Sunday. The victory marked
their 22nd consecutive win against
regular season MAAC foes.
"It feels awesome," said senior
defender Rebecca Rostowsky.
The graduating class of 2011
bid farewell to their home fans on
Senior Day by ending their career
on a high note. Setting a conference record was the perfect opportunity for the seniors to reflect
on the past four tears. All their
hard work has been instrumental
in building the program to what it
is today.
"We worked really hard as a
team, and the seniors have worked
really hard together all four years.
It's a really a big accomplishment
for us four," said starting midfielder
Brittany Bare.
Head coach Mike Waldvogel
knows that a streak impressive as
this requires commitment from
a senior class, who were willing
to work for a goal that would not
involve any shortcuts.
"We've gone through the jour-

ney together and it's really special
to me," he said.
And what a journey it has been.
Kristen Coleman and Katie MacKay
were the first pieces to the puzzle.
Each of them committed to a school
that had gone 14-12 in conference
play the last four years, without
advancing to the MAAC Championship in any of those seasons.
Rebecca Rostowsky would transfer
and join the group the next year.
Then, the team got their
leader in Mike Waldvogel, who was
promoted from the assistant coach
position. The parts were now in
place for their quest to begin.
"We've been doing it together
for the last three and four years, so
it feels really good to do it with the
girls that have been by my side the
whole time," starting attack Katie
MacKay said regarding the winning streak.
Together, the quartet has
accomplished what they set out to
do and have found an immense
amount of success.
The fact that the group has
not lost a MAAC regular season
game in their individual careers
highlights how much hard work
was put into the process.
"It feels really good as a senior
who started the streak, it feels really good to finish it," Bare said.
The two-time All MAAC First
Team selection enters the final

couple of games in fifth place in
the statistic of all-time caused
turnovers.
The four players have helped
the Stags reach their first ever
NCAA Tournament game two
years ago, as well as appearances
in the MAAC Championship game
in each of their three seasons.
Their head coach, who has
been the leader of this long fouryear journey, knows that the Fairfield Women's Lacrosse program is
at its present-day status because of
the senior class.
"We brought it up. We were
at the middle of the pack, our goal
is to get to into the top 10 and
we're working our way up," said
Waldvogel.
Except for Kristen Coleman,
who is red shirting the 2011 season
due to an injury, the seniors will
no longer play a game in front of
their fans, friends, and family on
the Fairfield University campus.
But when looking back on
how far they have come and seeing
that their work paid off, it leaves a
sense of accomplishment to Katie
MacKay and the rest of the Stags.
"I had high expectations. I
knew Fairfield was a great team,"
she said. "I think over the last
few years we've gotten better and
better and now we're playing on
one of the best teams that Fairfield
lacrosse has ever seen."

Men's Lax 'Can't Stop Believing' Even 'Under Pressure'
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sometimes you can't just be good; you
also have to be lucky.
And the Fairfield University Men's Lacrosse team has not found good fortune so far
in their 2011 campaign. The squad split a pair
of contests last week, dropping their record to
6-5 on the year and 2-2 in the ECAC division.
They always say 'you are what your
record says you are,' but this Fairfield team
would tend to disagree.
The one goal loss to #20 Loyola last
Saturday has been consistent with the theme
of their season: the Stags have now dropped
four decisions by a combined five goals. A
break here or there in those few games could
have changed the pressure-filled situation
that the Stags now find themselves in.
"[If you win those games] you're 9-1
and everyone is talking about Fairfield being
in the top 10," third year head coach Andy
Copeland said.
The Loyola game was just another
chapter in the book of heartbreaks that has
been the 2011 season.
"There were a lot of tears in that locker room
after the game. Our job as coaches right now is to
just get our guys back," Copeland said.
The Stags traveled to Baltimore to
play the 20th best team in the nation in
the Greyhounds, a team that Fairfield has
beaten only once in 14 tries. Yet, they forced
overtime and had several chances to leave
with a victory.
"We had a feeling it was going to be a
one goal game all week and we practiced
a lot of different situational stuff. Unfortunately it didn't translate," Copeland said.
With die season winding down, a win
over the team that is directly behind the Stags

Mirror File Photo
Men's Lacrosse has lost multiple close contests this year, dropping four games by a combined five goals. The team has 2 conference games still to play.
in the standings would have put them in a better playoff position. And as Coach Copeland
put it, "Now these conference games are going
to have a whole lot of meaning."
The team is now clinging to a playoff
spot with two more conference game still yet
to be played. Both of those contests will be
played on the road.
With the season coming to a close, there
is more anxiety among the players than
there should be.
"There is more pressure than I would
have liked there to have been at this point,"

Copeland said. At least the team doesn't
have to start from scratch and Coach Copeland realizes this.
"We are very, very close. We don't
need drastic changes right now we just got
to continue what we're doing and try to
improve," he said.
A mere five goals have separated Fairfield from becoming a top 10 team in the
nation.
"We just have to stay the course and just
know we're so close," Copeland said.
This will be a true test for the team.

What is their true character? Can they
handle the pressure?- Good teams find a
way to win they need it most. Well, Coach
Copeland and the Men's Lacrosse team
needs it now.
"Just look at UCONN's run in the NCAA
basketball tournament," he said. "A lot of
times teams that advance are the teams that
need to persevere through some of these
rough patches and teams that can peak at
the right time."

